
Peer Reputation
11654 Plaza America Dr #659, Reston, VA 20190

Agent Qualification Letter

Monday, April 29, 2024
RE: Shirley Lampkin

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter confirms that Shirley Lampkin (#01871151) of Aare , supports higher standards in real
estate.

As a supporting member of Peer Reputation, this agent emphasizes quality of services to their clients
and a higher commitment to professionalism, ethics, and smooth cooperation with their transaction
peers.

This certification is subject to change at any time. You may verify this status directly at:
https://www.peerreputation.com/Agent/Profile/shirley-lampkin/124762/07dd

Alternatively, you may verify this agent at: http://verify.peerreputation.com

Sincerely,

Steven Wynands
Co-founder & CEO

Peer Reputation LLC

1-833-Peer-Rep (1-833-733-7737)

www.PeerReputation.com

11654 Plaza America Dr #659

Reston, VA 20190

Peer Reputation was built by real estate agents to uphold the high degree of skill, knowledge, and professionalism that consumers
and agents expect and deserve.

https://www.peerreputation.com/Agent/Profile/shirley-lampkin/124762/07dd
http://verify.peerreputation.com


Peer Reputation
11654 Plaza America Dr #659, Reston, VA 20190

Verified Professional Feedback for
Shirley Lampkin
The following Kudos were submitted by verified cooperating agents from closed transactions only

"awesome agent to work with"
- Cooperating Agent (Verified)

"Shirley was outstanding!"
- Heidi Daniels (Verified)

"Shirley, It was a pleasure working with you.  Even in these crazy times of COVID 19 you
kept everything on track and found the best loan for your buyer.  Next time I have a client
in the military who needs a loan I will send him or her your way.
Good luck and stay healthy and safe."

- Marc R Frelier (Verified)

"Shirley was always cheerful and ready to step up and get things done."
- Lisa Fleming (Verified)

"Professional and responsive."
- Ric Morrison (Verified)

"Shirley is a joy to work with!!  She had excellent communication throughout the
transaction, and is an extremely easy person to deal with in general. She is kind,
professional and fair. Look forward to crossing paths again soon!"

- Jason R. Weeks (Verified)


